
AC Nail Polish Acrylic 3 Row
Tray
Read More
SKU: AC144337
Categories: Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

The nail polish display can be used both in a professional beauty salon and at home. It allows
you to present the colors of varnishes in a simple and effective way, and additionally, it is
easy to organize them. The transparent material from which the organizer is made makes it
easier to find a specific color and allows you to quickly check the condition of the varnishes.
The professional look makes the varnishes look neat, and the way the stand is designed
allows you to save space on the table . Thanks to the clear, simple design, the container will
fit into almost any room. It works well with both classic and hybrid varnishes. It can also be
used to store other cosmetic products or jewelry. The stand has 3 shelves with a protected
edge, thanks to which it can easily accommodate up to 24 hybrid polishes. It can also be
arranged in such a way that it is distinguished by 3 deeper shelves and one shallower, thanks to
which it can fit up to 36 polishes! The material it is made of is easy to clean , just use mild
soap and water. The functional organizer is ready to use after folding. The set includes the
screws needed to assemble the stand. Display dimensions: 30×12.5×12 cm Dimensions of the
shelves: 18.5×3.5×4.3 cm
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AG Liquid Jar White
Read More
SKU: 56011
Categories: Beauty Tools, Nail Accessories, Tools

Product Description

It is recommended to only empty the amount that is going to be required, since if there is
a surplus it should not be returned to the original container.
The cork lid prevents evaporation and it is recommended to renew every year to avoid
cross contamination.

Double walled temperature  balance liqiud jar to prevent the acrylic from quicker curing in hot
and slower curing in cold conditions. A must for competitors.

Cleanser Nail Degreaser for UV
Gel Nails - 1000ml

Features :

1. The nail removal foils are sturdy and flexible to stay
in place, so they can prevent leakage effectively and
remove nail polish/gel nail polish/acrylic nails /gel nails
efficiently.

2. No need to waste time for being entangling with
cotton ball or cutting foil. With these foils wraps, just
put pure acetone on the cotton pad then wrap around
nails, wait 5-15 minutes then the gel polish come right
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off.

3. The nail wraps foils are perfect for gel nail
manicures in professional nail salon or DIY nail polish
removal at home, quick & easy gel polish removal.

Read More
SKU: C885103
Categories: Nail Accessories, Nail Kits, Nails

Product Description

Help to cleanser plus removes excess gel.
Enhances shine effect after doing uv gel nail art
The best cleanser for cleaning all kinds of gel tools or brushes
Suitable for both professional or home use

Curve Nail Scissor Small
Read More
SKU: BCM230
Categories: Beauty Scissors, Beauty Tools, Hands &
Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails, Tools

Product Description

Curve Nail Scissor Small
Stainless steel metal, not easy to rust, durable, healthy, reliable, and convenient to carry, bite
standard, feels comfortable, pointed for pruning to stick double-fold eyelid, eyebrow hairs, etc.
A round head bit to clip nose hair, and small pet body soft hair.
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Cuticle Knife
Read More
SKU: BCM200
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Cuticle Nipper Stainless Steel
Read More
SKU: BCM201
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nails, Nail Accessories

Product Description

Cuticle Nipper Stainless Steel  It is made of 100% surgical-grade stainless steel, perfectly hand-
sharpened. Double spring. French handle. The result: a flawless manicure or pedicure.
Incredibly sharp - stunning results
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Dust Bag for Fan Nails
Read More
SKU: DUST BAG
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Finger Tape
Read More
SKU: 374036
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Image not found or type unknown Flat nail brush wood No. 8
Read More
SKU: M2058
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails
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Product Description

Flat tip nail brush, ideal for reconstructions and nail art.  Remove the safety glue from the brush
before use.

Gel Polishes Pack - 5pcs

Features :

1. The nail removal foils are sturdy and flexible to stay
in place, so they can prevent leakage effectively and
remove nail polish/gel nail polish/acrylic nails /gel nails
efficiently.

2. No need to waste time for being entangling with
cotton ball or cutting foil. With these foils wraps, just
put pure acetone on the cotton pad then wrap around
nails, wait 5-15 minutes then the gel polish come right
off.

3. The nail wraps foils are perfect for gel nail
manicures in professional nail salon or DIY nail polish
removal at home, quick & easy gel polish removal.

Read More
SKU: gelpolishes5
Categories: Nail Accessories, Nail Kits, Nails

Product Description

Gel polish package, treat yourself like a queen with Gel Polish nails by Mystic Nails. Offer
includes Primer, Base coat, Top coat, Block buffer, Nail file (half moon) UV LED lamp and 2
colours. Find out more
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Gel Polishes Pack - 5pcs

Features :

1. The nail removal foils are sturdy and flexible to stay
in place, so they can prevent leakage effectively and
remove nail polish/gel nail polish/acrylic nails /gel nails
efficiently.

2. No need to waste time for being entangling with
cotton ball or cutting foil. With these foils wraps, just
put pure acetone on the cotton pad then wrap around
nails, wait 5-15 minutes then the gel polish come right
off.

3. The nail wraps foils are perfect for gel nail
manicures in professional nail salon or DIY nail polish
removal at home, quick & easy gel polish removal.

Read More
SKU: gelpolishes5-1
Categories: Nail Accessories, Nail Kits, Nails

Product Description

Gel polish package, treat yourself like a queen with Gel Polish nails by Mystic Nails. Offer
includes Primer, Base coat, Top coat, Block buffer, Nail file (half moon) UV LED lamp and 4
colours. Find out more
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Hand Pillow
Read More
SKU: 872808
Categories: Hands & Feets, Manicure, Nail
Accessories

Product Description

Heavy Duty Nail Stainless
Clipper Large
Read More
SKU: 1515872
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
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Heavy Duty Nail Stainless
Clipper Small
Read More
SKU: 1507972
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

ISO Polishing block - set of 10
Read More
SKU: ISO08890
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

POLISHING BLOCK - 10 PIECE SET

HIGH QUALITY - it does not crumble even during long use. Designed not only for
professionals, but also for beginners, for home use. The polishing pad is a must-have
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for every person who performs manicures or pedicures .

FOUR- SIDED - the polishing pad with a fine-grained surface retains its properties for a
long time. Four sides will allow for a very long period of using the product. The foam with
appropriate elasticity affects the comfort of using the block .

PAINLESS USE - the polishing pad is gentle, does not affect the skin and the nail
plate as drastically as a file, which exposes it to abrasions . Using the block is
completely painless.

APPLICATION - it is used not only to prepare the nail plate for styling, but also for care. 
Regular polishing of the plate will greatly improve the appearance of the nails , it
can also help get rid of discoloration.
SPECIFICATION - gradation: 100/100; dimensions (length / width / height): 9 / 2.5 / 2.5
cm; set weight: 0.035 kg.

SPECIFICATION

gradation: 100/100
dimensions (length / width / height): 9 / 2.5 / 2.5 cm
set weight: 0.04 kg

INCLUDED

10 pieces of blocks

Kolinsky Acrylic Brush #10
Read More
SKU: 374310
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails
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Product Description

Kolinsky Acrylic Brush #9
Read More
SKU: 374309
Categories: Hands & Feets, Manicure, Nail
Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Lint Free Wipes Roll 500pcs
Read More
SKU: COT00013
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
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Manicure Bowl
Read More
SKU: 374001
Categories: Accessories & Disposables, Beauty
Accessories, Beauty Tools, Mani Pedi, Manicure, Nail
Accessories, Tools

Product Description
Manicure Bowl Roud A practical design with screw lid for easy cleaning

Mini orange block 50 pcs
Read More
SKU: 131030
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Professional double-walled polishing block. perfect for polishing the last layer of gel or acrylic
under a glossy topcoat. also great for matting the natural nail under tips. 100/180 gradation.
made of high-quality sponge, very good quality. extremely durable.
50pcs set
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MN Metal Spatulas
Read More
SKU: spatula1
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
Metal spatula is made of stainless surgical steel. It is used for mixing gels in containers and for
removing cuticle from heels or hands. It has blunt edges which is very helpful when working
with the diabetics. You will not hurt your client with this tool. Metal spatula is a very
apprietiated tool in cosmetics. Lengh: 18 cm, width 8 mm.

Nail art brush No. 4
Read More
SKU: M2064
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
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Nail art brush No. 8
Read More
SKU: M2068
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

 

Nail Brush For Acrylic & UV Gel
Nail Art Dust Cleaner
Read More
SKU: BC9001
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

The brush is professional nail art tool which is used to remove the dust of the nail or acrylic
tips
It is suitable for professional nail salon use or home daily cosmetic making up.
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Nail Brush Small
Read More
SKU: 821315
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Nail Clipper Big
Read More
SKU: BCM231
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
Nail Clipper Big
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Nail Dust Brush
Read More
SKU: 374010
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Nail finger cover
Read More
SKU: 374054
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
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Nail Polish Remover Gel Polish
Remover Soak Off Foils 100pcs

Features :

1. The nail removal foils are sturdy and flexible to stay
in place, so they can prevent leakage effectively and
remove nail polish/gel nail polish/acrylic nails /gel nails
efficiently.

2. No need to waste time for being entangling with
cotton ball or cutting foil. With these foils wraps, just
put pure acetone on the cotton pad then wrap around
nails, wait 5-15 minutes then the gel polish come right
off.

3. The nail wraps foils are perfect for gel nail
manicures in professional nail salon or DIY nail polish
removal at home, quick & easy gel polish removal.

Read More
SKU: 1100037
Categories: Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description

Great Soak Offs Effect：the 100Pcs nail foils wraps come with cotton pads.1.23 x 1.23 inch
cotton pads is lager enough and 3.5 x 2.5 inch foils wraps is big enough for both fingers
and toes.they hold nail polish remover well for great soak off effect and gel polish removal.
Easy to Operate:Just put some pure acetone on the cotton pad and wrap it around
fingers/toe nails, wait 5-15 minutes then the gel polish come right off, without any
scraping. No need to waste time for being entangling with cotton ball or cutting foil.
Efficient & Effective:the 100 Pcs nail foils wraps is effective for removing gel nails/nail
polish/acrylic nails etc.They are very efficient for nail polish remover,only 5-15 minutes
getting the gel polish off at once.
Various Occasion:the polish remover wipes are perfect for gel nail manicures in
professional nail salon or DIY nail polish removal at home and will provide you a good gel
polish removing experience.
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Package Included:please note that the acetone liquid remover is not included. Only 100
Pcs foils wraps with cotton pads for gel polish acrylic nails removal.

Nail Stainless Clipper Small
Read More
SKU: BD422S
Categories: Hands & Feets, Nail Accessories, Nails

Product Description
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